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Rood will withhold resignation
ByKathKruw
StaH Reporter
Although two months have passed
since Norman J. Rood's letter of
resignation was accepted by the
University Board of Trustees. Rood has
not yet relinquished his position.
Rood is protesting an extension of
Ohio's financial disclosure act which
states that 97 groups of state officials
must submit statements listing income

sources, investments, real estate interests, creditors, debtors and gifts.
Because he wants to resign only as a
last resort, Rood said he has made "a
kind of deal" with Board President
Charles E. Shan kl in
Rood has decided to withhold his
resignation from Governor Rhodes,
hoping that the General Assembly will
pass legislation exempting current
trustees from the disclosure extension.

HAD
ROOD
submitted his
resignation to the governor, he would
have lost his trusteeship March 31, one
day before the disclosure law went into
effect.
"I have elected to gamble beyond the
April 1 deadline," Rood said. "From
all the letters I have received and all
the phone calls I have made to
Columbus, I have every reason to
believe I will win."
However. Rood added that if the

Faculty Senate adopts pass-fail
grading for English 11 0 course
ByTomGrlrsser
Staff Reporter
Faculty Senate voted yesterday to
establish a pass-fail iS-lli grading
standard for the new Q\gUsh 110 course
beginning fall quarter.

Ntwtphoto by loffy *ay*«x

Street blasting causes damage
Damage totaling thousands of dollars was caused by a construction
firm blasting bedrock for the installation of sewers in ward two last
weekend.
Morethan $500 worth of damage was done to a car owned by Karla J.
Burick, Senior, 711 Third St. as a result of the blasting.
Burtch said her car was sitting in front of her house when the blasting
began. She tried to move it but couldn't because there was "no road" so
she left it. When she returned later, she found part of the front window
shattered and various dents and chips on the hood and trunk of the car.
Burtch said she went to talk to men still blasting. When she told them
what had happened, they told her that "accidents happen."
"My main concern is for the safety of the families in the area,"
lBurtch said. "Children could get hurt. No one even warned the
residents that a blast was going to take place.''

Wallace U Pretzer, associate
professor of English, told the senate
that a majority in the English department supported S-U grading for the
new course, which will replace lower
sections of English 111
He said that a S-U system would
prevent students' point averages from
being affected by taking the course
which will emphasize basic skills such
as sentence construction. Students who
show poor writing skills during summer
pre-testing will be assigned to English
110 courses, according to Pretzer.
PRETZER DREW a parallel between
English IB and physical education
courses which are graded on an S-U
basis.
"Just as HPE courses have the
purpose of building up physical skills,
English DO has the purpose of building
up writing skills," he said.

Pretzer also expressed a concern that
without the S-U grading system,
students could pass out of the course
without showing an acceptable level of
writing skills.
"A student could get a D-meaning
his writing is poor, but it is passing," he
said.
UNIVERSITY PROVOST Kenneth W. Rothe opposed grading on a
S-U basis for "academic reasons."
"I don't favor S-U grading in general
and I don't favor S-U grading for this
course," Rothe said.
He said letter grades give students
specific feedback, adding, "An S-U
grade doesn't provide a dear enough
picture of how they've done."
Rothe also said he "was convinced of
English UO's value to the University,"
and said many other Ohio universitites
were establishing similar basic introductory courses in English.
7K question wo? ■»!«> raised
yesterday whether English 110 would
receive decreased subsidies from the
state due to its S-U grading system and
its remedial status.
PRETZER SAID,

"S-U grading

University drafts affirmative action ptan
By Julie Rollo
StaH Reporter
The final draft of the University's
first Affirmative Action plan, which
alms to attain equal employment and
educational opportunities for women
and minorities, will be submitted to
University President Hollis A. Moore
Jr. and the Board of Trustees for approval next week.
The plan, developed during the last
nine months by Equal Opportunity
Compliance (EOC) with aid from more
than 300 persons, is required by federal
law, according to Myron M. Chenault,
director of EOC.
In many Instances the document,
more than 100 pages long, clarifies and
reaffirms existing policies regarding
equal opportunity. It contains three
major sections: affirmative action

policy and procedures, work force
analysis and equal education opportunity.
THE FIRST section "puts In writing"
hiring procedures already in operation
and would revise present grievance
procedures, Chenault said.
It would replace the permanent eightmember arbitration committee with a
three-member board chosen by the
complainant and respondent in a
grievance.
Chenault said this would expedite the
procedure and alleviate scheduling
problems. "We think it'll be much
faster. With eight people it's very
difficult to find convenient times to
schedule hearings," he said.
Three grievance cases have been
heard in the last two years.
The proposal's second section, work

force analysis, is "more controversial
(and) most intriguing," he said.
If underutilization of women or
minorities is found in an academic
department, for example, the figure
must be determined and vacancies
projected.
CHENAULT SAID this is required by
the Department of Health, Education
and Welfare (HEW).
Vacancies will be projected on a
year-to-year basis and goals set for
filling them.
Chenault said one has to consider that
sometimes vacancies are created by
women and minorities so that if a
year's goal was to hire 26 women and 17
were leaving, the net gain would be only
nine.
Some
departments
overutilize
women and minorities, he added. In
those cases no goals will be set, he said.

CHENAULT STRESSED that goals
are not quotas. The goal for each
department is that "they will make a
good faith effort to fill that position with
a qualified female (or minority
member)."
He said he will advise departments to
meet their hiring goals, but that If
contracting officers, such as deans and
faculty members, should hire someone
that has not been approved, there is
nothing he can do.
A third section would provide for
equal educational opportunity and
require the University to maintain or
increase the enrollment of minorities.
With the exception of contact sports,
programs and courses traditionally
dominated by one sex would be open to
all students and University rules and
regulations would apply equally to
everyone.

doesn't automatically cause decreased
funding from the state."
Stuart Givens, professor of history,
said all MO-tevel courses receive funding from the state, and noted that
Math 090 would soon be classified as a
100-level course for that reason.
Pretzer also objected to the term
remedial which has commonly been
used to describe English 1)0. "The
English department doesn't consider it
to be a remedial course," he said.
One senate member commented
prior to the vote, "I don't object calling
it Remedial English 100, just as long as
it receives the funds."
IN OTHER ACTION, Faculty Senate
approved standards for receiving the
emeritus status accorded to retired
University faculty.
Under the broader standards set by
the Senate, all faculty members who
retire under the regulations of the State
Teachers Retirement System will be
eligible for the hunor. Previously only
faculty members who achieved the
rank of professor had been awarded the
emeritus status.
Among the benefits provided to
emeriti faculty are the use of
University office and research facilities
whenever possible and parking without
charge in University lots.

"grandfather clause" he desires is not
passed he will resign immediately.
"It is, of course, the principle of the
matter," Rood said. "If I lose I will be
required to file a financial statement"
Rood explained that, rather than wait
until a time when others might benefit
from his disclosure, he would file as
soon as possible.
IN RESPONSE to this week's
resignation of two board members at
the University of Toledo. Rood said he
feels Iheir actions were too hasty.
"Regardless of the outcome of
legislation on the senate floor right
now, the men who quit will not regain
their positions." Rood said.
Discussing his discontent with the
present disclosure ruling, Rood said the
law infringes upon the privacy of
trustees who volunteer their services to
the state.
"We signed a code of ethics a long,
long time ago. If this disclosure thing is
not stopped somewhere, every man on
the street will have to make his earnings public property."
CONCERNED WITH retaining public
confidence in trustees. Rood said he
wants to serve out the four years
remaining in his term.
"I still have nothing to hide. My
attorney can prove that I have no
conflicts of interest, but my earnings
are my business alone," he said.
Rood is president of Suburban Fuel
Gas, Inc., Cygnet, and has business
interests throughout the country.
According to Stephan Stover,
assistant director of the Ohio Ethics
Commission (OECi. disclosure is
necessary for all state officials who
allocate large sums of money, or who
influence allocation.
"The present ruling was the product
of eight month's deliberation," Stover
said. "After many hearings, it was
decided that not only would disclosure
be in the public's interest, but in the
interest of trustees who fall victim to
false claims."
Stover added that legislation affecting 218 boards of trusstees is
presently being voted on in committee.

Inside the News
i NEWS... The city will not be able to repair all of the damage
caused by severe weather last winter. Jamie Pierman talked
with aty Administrator Wesley Hoffman and her story appears
on page 3.
i FEATURES... With spring comes the potential for tornadoes.
Mike Gueulette explains the city and the University warning
systems and how the' storm originates on page
SPORTS... As the National Basketball Association playoffs draw
near, teams contending for a spot in post-season play are
jockeying for that all Important home court advantage. Terry
Goodman looks at what advantage the home court has for
playoff teams on page 8.

Weather
High near 40F(SC)
Low near ZSF(-SC)
*0 per cent chance of precipitation

news
views
"City Council is considering a
proposal to Increase the speed of
trains going through the city. Do
you think this is a good idea and
why?"
This week news views asks
students their opinion of the ordinance which would Increase the
maximum
speed of trains
traveling through Bowling Green
from 35 to 40 mph.
All but two of the 13 students
Interviewed said they did not favor
the proposal. The Clough Street
crossing was cited as being
especially dangerous because of its
inadequate warning system.
Most of the students said they
thought that increased train speed
would result in more accidents.
M.-wholo, by awj Sumlud

Mark H. Butler, senior:
"No, I don't. There's been too
many accidents already. I had a
fraternity brother involved in an
accident and he was hurt really
bad. They are already going too
fast"

Mary Lou Bowers, freshman:
"I definitely think they should be
slowed down. Many of the tracks
here in town are very difficult to
see unless you are right on top of
them."

Dan J.Brttsch, sophomore:
"No, I don't think it should
because I think we are all aware of
the conditions of the railroad beds
throughout the whole United
States. Until we appropriate funds
to recondition them, I don't think
the speed of trains should be increased. Not at all!"

John Saddlemire, sophomore:
"No, I don't think they should be
allowed to go faster until they at
least straighten up the situation on
Clough Street where there's no
lights at all. They've been hitting
cars there all the time."

Lisa E. Hughes, sophomore:
"It doesn't make any difference
tome. I think they should probably
go faster because a lot of students
have to get to classes on time and
the trains may delay them."

V

opinion
Ill* *)!

'judgment is founded on truth../
speaking out

'

how sweet it isn't
■

Sit down every day with 1,200 diet soft drinks. Drink them all. Do this
for several months.
You will then have consumed the huma equivalent of the saccharin
force-fed to rats in a Canadian study that led to the banning of the artificial sweetener.
' Slfly. isn't it? No one could consume that much saccharin In the normal
course of a day.

No one would want to.
Bui many Americans, including 10 million diabetics who need and use
saccharin medically and tens of millions of others who believe heart
disease and other ailments associated with being fat are more common
threats to health than saccharin-Induced cancer, use saccharin wisely.
It is these people that the ban affects. Many health clubs, Including
Weight Watchers of America, have started letter-writing campaigns to
U.S. congressmen in an effort to have the ban lifted.
And up to a point, it has worked. Washington has been flooded with
mail. Jimmy Carter has discussed the ban. Even Bowling Green's
congressman Delbert L. Latta (R Si, has proposed a bill to allow saccharin production.
But as the law stands now, a 1958 amendment to the Food and Drug
Act, called the Delany Clause, directs removal from the market of any
food additive shown to cause cancer In people or animals. The Food and
Drug Administration (FDA) cannot allow production of saccharin as long
as the clause exists.
The clause should be changed. Any substance taken In large enough
doses can cause cancer. Sun, water, and vitamins in mass amounts can
severely disturb cellular makeup, and produce cell abnormality-cancer.
Should the FDA ban sunbathing? Drinking Water? Vitamins? Could
it?
And if the government is so concerned about cancer, why doesn't it ban
cigarettes? The News guesses that the tobacco companies and cigarette
consumers have powerful lobby groups which would block such a ban.
This is a double standard.
'
If the FDA wants to ban "food additives which cause cancer," let it then
also ban drugs (nicotine In cigarettes) which cause cancer.
The Delaney Clause was an honest attempt to make our foods safe. But
It offers no alternatives to the saccharin ban except the growth of a
saccharin black market, which has already begun in New York.
If saccharin Is cancer-forming, like nicotine, put a warning on the
product, much like the warning on a package of cigarettes. But don't ban
It completely.
It would only be a hypocracy as long as far more dangerous nicotine
remains on the market.

let's hear from you
The News welcomes opinion from Its readers In the form of letters to
the editor which comment on published columns, editorial policy or any
other topic of interest.
All letters should be typewritten and triple spaced. They must lie
signed and the author's address and phone number must be Included for
verification.
Letters can be sent to: Letters to the Kdilor, The BG News, 106
University Hall.
"•"11* News reserves the right to reject nil letters or portions of letters
tf they are deemed In bad taste or malicious. No personal attacks or
name-calling will be published.
Readers wishing to submit guest columns should follow a simllinr
procedure.

cushmans on the sidewalks
r

I may come from a rural community,
but I always thought that sidewalks
were
designed
to accomodate
pedestrians. Apparently I was wrong.
Officials at the University must
believe that police cars, Cushman carts
and delivery trucks were designed to
travel on sidewalks.

■\

It's not the fault of the students-there
is nowhere else for them to go. And It's
not the fault of the truck drivers who
drive on the sidewalk-how else are they
to deliver their products.

Bill
Lammers

THE SIDEWALK extending from
Rodgers Quadrangle to the Centre*
building is a perfect example. I
remember well the days, wrapped
tightly in winter clothing and looking
down at the ground avoiding the
numerous patches of ice, I glanced
upward to find myself staring directly
Into the grille of a meat delivery truck.
But the delivery trucks are not quite
as bad as the University Police (or as
when I was a freshman, Campus
Safety) cars speeding toward some
unknown emergency or coffee break. I
suppose I should find out if the Ohio
Revised Code lists a specific speed limit
for sidewalks inside a corporation limit.

v.

y i.

i
)

The times are countless where, after
1 have failed to get a parking space at
Rodgers and only five minutes from a

DURING THEBREAK between hourly
classes, the migration of students from
Harshman, Conklin and new fraternity
row overflow the passage. However-,
that passage is a pedigreed, paved
street.

AFTER every production, the News
reader can look forward to an oversjjnplifiad, inane, and poorly written
critique. Miss Rooney's latest attempt
at (hsjpian criticism, however, was a
bit more than we could endure. In her
aiicle, her total ignorance of the
stoject "The Birthday Party" ceased
ta| be humorous and bordered on the
okroxious—or the "obtuse", as she
luldsay.

1

Our Initial reactions to Miss Rooney's
itary on the production of
W Pinter's "Birthday Party" were
combination of surprise and puzement.
THE GENERAL nature of her
remarks gave us the impression that
she had not actually seen the show, yet
we did observe her in the Joe E. Brown
theatre opening night. Judging, then,
from her inaccurate description of the
actions on the stage, we would assume
that she was Just not paying attention.
During a preview interview with the
director (before opening night) Miss
Rooney was given a script to help her to
familiarize herself with the play and its
characters. Obviously, she neglected to
d* her "homework" before viewing the
production or writing her review. Her

We do not claim to be authorities on
the Pinter style, but from our work and
reading we have learned that this
playwright does not write to be totally
understood or logically reasoned out or
revealed on the stage. One cannot deal
with a Pinter play solely on the concrete level: the dialogue is very subtly
written, few details are presented, and
the remaining elements are left to
everyone's imaginations.
Miss Rooney's subsequent confusion
might, then, have had its roots in her
inability to transcend the concrete level
to the abstract and to grasp the play's
subtleties.
SOME of the criticisms of the
characterizations and the actions
presented on the stage, again,
evidenced Miss Rooney's lack of
knowledge of the play.
Her most blatant error involved
Stanley, the resident misfit of the
boarding house. Her comment that his
attempted rape of Lulu was
"ridiculous" and "uncharacteristic in
light of Stanley's comic side" was so
incongruous as to be funny in itself.
Stanley was not a comedian, unless one

Bill Lammers is an assistant copy
editor for the BG News as well at an
apprentice humorist. He also edits the
news for Day In Review.

S0W, W 1HE US, 6MWHT m PETEKMINEP THAT YOU MAY Qm SKIN
ONCER If MN IN \W& PW/IWOT&..

Letters
group defends
idi amin
Written to the writers of the Idi Amin
Letter,
We would like to voice our opinion in

reference to the letter which was
recently printed in the B G News
regarding Idi Amin.
There you go (again) pointing that
condeming finger
and
passing
judgement Tell me, why are you (all of
a sudden) concerned with what my
people do. It's funny, because you've
never seemed concerned before.
And since you are so concerned, tell

the birthday party' wasn't obtuse

The theatrical renews written by
fleth Rooney are a constant source of
amusement for many people here at

But it's not a lost cause. The sidewalk
could be paved-whether it be a delivery

If a definite difference exists between
a sidewalk and a street, then maybe I
can walk where I am supposed to and
drive where I am supposed to. Until
that time, confusion will reign

v

x

remarks at the beginning of her article
clearly indicated this ignorance of the
show and the playwright, Harold
Pinter. Her expression of dismay at the
"confusion" created in the viewer's
minds i by the "unexplained dramatic
lines") reflected a rather simplistic
view of theatre. If Miss Rooney wanted
everything spelled out for her, bit by
bit, then she should have avoided attending a Pinter play, or any other
production this year.

THE FAULT Ues in the failure of the
University to anticipate growth of the
campus, and to design buildings where
the loading docks have easy access to
the main street.

lane, a fire lane or a street open to
public travel-extending from Cent rex
to Mercer Road, without two empty
palm tree planters in front of Commons.

THE CUSHMAN CARTS used by
Parking Services pose the same
problem when they travel at high rates
of speed along the sidewalk.
It's not so much that I mind sharing
the sidewalk with someone else-I'm
perfectly willing to allow bicycles to
travel on the sidewalk. If a bicycle
frame could accomodate my frame.
I'm sure I would ride a bike.
If the stretch of sidewalk in front of
the Commons is an example of too
much sidewalk and too little street, the
"avenue" in front of the Delta Upsilon
house and the Library Is an example of
too little sidewalk.

guest column

I The following column is in response
the column '"Birthday Party'
Creates confusion" written by Beth
Rooney and printed in the March 9,
P77, issue of the News.

class, I am icebound by throngs of
students going to and from class.

thinks a paranoid, dejected hermit is
humorous. Several of his verbal encounters with Meg were well-timed and
"funny" only in that they were gross
understatements about elements of her
mundane life.
Miss Rooney, in addition, completely
missed the action and the purpose of the
interrogation of Stanley. Her criticism
that McCann's and Goldberg's
inquisition was done "too fast and too
loud to be understood" was ridiculous.
The point of that encounter was to
break Stanley; therefore, the accusations were purposely nonsensical
and were spoken rapidly and loudy to
confuse and destrov him.
THE AUDIENCE need not have understood every word to grasp the action
or the meaning of the scene. Judging
by their reactions during the three
nights of the run, the people understood
what happened. We were sorry that
Miss Rooney never did catch on.
Her remaining comments about the
cast member's poor make-up and the
"incohesive" set were as equally insensitive and trite as her other
criticisms. The judgement that the
door frames were "unrealistic and
inconsistent with the period look of the
furniture" was at the least an
exaggeration. The setting was the
living room (and kitchen) of a run-down
boarding house in England.
No
previous "period" was ever mentioned
or alluded to. and the furnishings were
selected to give the appearance of
tackiness, not style.
MBS ROONEY must have concentrated her attention solely on toe set
for a very long time to discern a

"period look" in the disarray.
In conclusion, Miss Rooney's review
of "The Birthday Party" was a
mockery of dramatic criticism and an
insult to the director, cast, and crew of
the play.
To publicly criticize a work she had
no knowledge of and had viewed so
narrowly only served to re-emphasize
her incompetency in her job as a drama
critic. The director, cast, and crew
worked hard on their production and
deserved a fair and credible critique.
They certainly did not merit the
pseudo-intellectual commentary they
got.
We realize that the chances for the
publication of this column in the News
are very slim, since the target is a
member of the News staff. However,
we did feel it necessary to make our
views known to you and, hopefully, the
students.
P.S. To further underscore our incompetency "charges" against Miss
Rooney, we would like to bring to your
attention another of her blunders. In
the preview article on the production of
"Galileo" (on the page opposite the
"Birthday Party" review) Miss Rooney
erroneously referred not once but three
times to the director as Kim Brush.
The director of "Galileo" as Kim
Sharp.
This column was written by Jean
Whitlatch and 7 other cast members of
"The Birthday Party." They have been
in several other dramatic productions
which Beth Rooney has reviewed and
they mean their criticisms to be constructive.

•

i

me this: why didn't I see a letter form
you telling how your brother Nixon,
cheated the country out of all that he
could. Why didn't I see a letter from you
telling how your people are treating my
people in South Africa. Why didn't 1 see
a letter from you telling how your
people unjustly accused Paul X Moody
of a crime he didn'f commit. Why
didn't I see a letter from you telling how
your people cut our old (and young)
people off of medicaid.
It is too stupid-the political system
in this country, to determine what is
civilized and what is not civilized.
If you want to see torture and
inhumane treatment, look at your
European brothers. Ian Smith and John
Vorster and compare that with what Idi
Amin is doing.
Why select Idi Amin for castration on
the Equator when Smith, and Vorster
have been the two top contenders
against the human rights issue, along
with Zionist Israel? There is no comparison if you look at it scientifically.
In case you didn't know, Idi Amin was
elected by the head of state in the

continent of Africa as chairman of the
OAU (Organization of African Unity).
If you condem him and degrade his
name and status, you arc also
degrading the African people and
descents who elected turn to represent
African people.
Who determines what is civilized and
what is not? I'm sure it isn't the
traditional standards of the vicious
backward racist-capitalistic system
that exist here in the U.S. which places
the value of money over man.
So the next tune you deside to suggest
anything, remember "Action without
thought is blind and thought without
action is empty" (by Kwame
Nkrumah).
And no investigation, no right to
speak |an old Chinese proverb). And
next time you point your finger and call
someone a sadistic animal, remember
there are three fingers pointed right
back at you.
M.LCampbell
Victor Beauford
David Wilson

Members of the African Work Study
Group
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Most campus bikes not registered
By Roger Lowe
Although a Bowling Green
ordinance requires that all
bicycles within the city be
registered, more than 72 per
cent of the bicycles on
campus show no visible signs
of registration, according to
James H. Ray, Crime
Prevention Officer at the
University.
In a survey conducted last
October. Ray said he
counted 2.298 bicycles on
campus.
Of these, 1,663
showed no registration.

"A lot of the students have
the registration, but they
don't display it," Ray said.
Melvin R. Jones, director
of Parking Services, said
students are required to
register their bicycles with
the city.
REGISTERED bicycles
are easier to recover if
stolen, Ray said, adding that
a bicycle that is not
registered is nearly impossible to recover.
University Police has
"fairly good success in the

University woman
raped near club,
police investigating

N»WK*WIO

by Gt«g Smwlod

A SURVEY CONDUCTED last October showed that a
registered bike like this Is a rare tight on campus.
According to the survey, only 72 per cent of OD-campui
biket are registered.

City police yesterday
released a composite
photograph of the man who
raped a University woman in
downtown Bowling Green.
According to police
Detective Samuel J. Johnson, the rape reportedly
occured in a car in city
parking lot one, which has
access to East Court Street.
A man forced the victim
from Some Other Place Pub,
110 N. Main St.. about 10:30
p.m. Friday.
The attacker is described
as a white male between 40
and SO years old. He is about
six feet tall, weighing about
200 pounds with a "very
muscular, powerful build,"
according to police.

Day in Review
From Associated Press Reports. In Cooperation With WBGU T V
Edited by Bill Lammers

Carter-Sadat talks end;
Egypt asks for U.S. arms
President Carter concluded his talks
with Egyptian President Anwar Sadat at
the White House yesterday. Carter said
Sadat had been very helpful to him in
understanding prospects for permanent
peace in the Middle East.
Carter said he and Sadat also discussed
arms and Africa, as well as economic and
political matters. Carter would give no
further details on the two days of talks.
Sadat acknowledged that he and Carter
had discussed Egypt's plea for Northrop
F-5 fighter planes and anti-tank missiles.
Sadat said he was not in a position to say
anything about the American response.
Israeli officials in Jerusalem said
Monday they strongly object to the supplying of U.S. Arms to Egypt, but they do
not object to economic aid.
Carter said he would like to visit Egypt.
In fact, he said, everybody in his family
wants to go to Cairo. He said there is going
to be a struggle about who will go first.

Campaign promise haunts
Carter on Arab boycott
Some senators accused President Carter
yeaterday of ignoring his campaign
promise to work for tough legislation to
end the Arab boycott of U.S. companies
that are owned by Jews or trade with
Israel.
Other senators contended that an overlyrestrictive law on this issue would

jeopardize lucrative U.S. trade in the
Middle East or raise the possibility of an
oil cutoff from Arab countries.
The Senate Banking Committee completed action on anti-boycott legislation,
which some committee members said had
been greatly weakened.
The committee adopted an amendment,
said to be favored by the administration,
which would permit American companies
doing business in Arab countries to comply
with local discriminatory import laws.

THE ATTACKER has
short brown hair, parted on
the left. He is described as
having a very deep voice,
and was wearing a dark blue
or gray suit with narrow
lapels and a narrow tie.
Another lead the police are
pursuing Is a possible
acquaintance of the attacker, who may have been
in the night club with the
suspect.
Johnson said a 40 to 50year-old man would be
noticeable in a night club
that caters primarily to
University students.
Johnson said the victim
received bruises on the arm
and face during the attack.
City police request that
any student who was in the
downtown area and may
have seen the girl forced
from the night club or into
the parking lot to contact the
Bowling Green police.
The police are especially
interested in a student who
may be able to identify the
car in which the reported
rape occured.

Brezhnev claims U.S.
made one-sided proposals
Soviet party leader Leonid Brezhnev
made his first public comment yeaterday
on the nuclear arms talks that broke down
in Moscow last week.
Brezhnev said there appears to be a
rather good basis for practical steps
toward limiting nuclear arms.
Bergland said the elimination of the rule
that eligible families pay for their stamps
would combat fraud in the system. Many
of the 15,000 private vendors who sell the
stamps would become obsolete.
There have been allegations that some of
the vendors mishandle or even take the
money paid for the stamps, which is
supposed to be turned over to the government.
The elimination of payments would end
a procedure whereby recipients paid for
some stamps at face value in order to get
extra stamps free.

Student Court
Applications

Police composite

recovery of bikes." Ray
said. Since the push began to
get bicycles registered, the
amount of bicycles stolen
has decreased.
"For our fiscal year, July
1975 through June 1976, we
had a 43 per cent decrease in
the amount of bike thefts,"
Ray said.
Ray estimated that 114
bicycles were stolen during
that period, with thefts down
even more this year. Credit
must be given to the
students, resident advisers
and hall directors, he said,
because it was through their
efforts that people become
aware of the number of
bicycle thefts.
This awareness prompted
such preventative measures

as locks, bicycle racks and
registration.
JONES SAID Parking
Services registers bikes for
the city of Bowling Green.
The city gives Parking
Services half of the dollar
registration charge, which
Jones said is used to buy
bicycle racks.
Students must furnish the
color, make and serial
number of the bicycle to
register it, Jones said.
"We don't actually enforce
registration,"
he
said,
though he added that the city
has the right to enforce the
law if it chooses to.
University Police Lt. Dean
Gerkens said there have
been only eight bicycles

stolen since Jan. l.-und that
most of them have been
recovered.
BICYCLES are held for 40
days after the arrest of a
suspect if the suspect is to be
prosecuted, Ray said. "If we
get a complaint and we catch
a suspect, we'll prosecute,"
he said.
Often, students will not
pick up their bicycles after
the University Police has
contacted them, Ray said.
The department calls them
three or four times to remind
them that they can pick up
their bicycles.
Finally, a letter is sent to
the student. If the student
does not respond to this
letter, the bicycle is impounded and is marked to be

No relief for winter ravaged Ohio;
Wooster Street widening five yearsoff
By Jamie Plennan
Staff Reporter
The snows of last winter
were bad, but apparently not
bad enough for the Federal
Disaster Assistance Agency,
which will not be giving any
relief money to the state.
Money from the agency,
which is a branch of Housing
and Urban Development
(HUD) would have been
used primarily for street and
road repairs had it been
granted.
Gov. Rhodes has
requested several times for
the state to be declared a
disaster area because of the
energy shortage and road
damage due to snow storms.
TO FIND OUT why the
state has not gotten any
relief, Ralph Fuhr, director
of public information at the
state
disaster services
agency,
said.
"Ask
President Carter.
Gov.
Rhodes requested two or
three times for the state to be
declared a disaster area
because of the roads and so
far, nothing."
According to Fuhr, 47
counties in Ohio contracted
with the Army Corps of
Engineers for snow removal,
but that is as far as federal
aid has gone.
"Apparently the disaster
association classified a
disaster
only
when
something happens that is
beyond the means of state,
county and local governments to cope with," Fuhr
said. "They don't think the

SHARE THE RIDE
WITH US
ON WEEKENDS,
HOLIDAYS,
ANYTIME.

snow storms
enough."

were

bad

THE STATE has been
declared a disaster area
eight times The last time
was during flooding.
On the city level, Bowling
Green
Municipal
Administrator Wesley
K
Hoffman said the city will
not have enough money to fix
all of the damage done by the
snowstorms. He said money
could have been available if
an extra charge of $5 had not
been defeated at the pclb.
The charge would have
raised the cost of motor
vehicle licenses to $15. The
extra money would have
been set aside for street
repair and traffic light installation. Hoffman said the
$5 charge would have raised
$60,000.
Hoffman also said the
'ward two
improvements
project is "proceeding on
schedule." The city has
received $200,000 from HUD
which will be used for new
storm sewers. The project is
within its budget of $1.8
milfion, Hoffman said.
THE WOOSTER STREET
improvement project "won't
come to pass for at least five

years." Hoffman said, "but
that doesn't mean we can't
do something now" This
summer a continuous turn
lane will be painted on
Wooster
Street
from
Thurstin Avenue to 1-75.
Hoffman said he Is "not
sure widening is the answer.
My guess is Wooster Street
will be widened from 1-75 to
at least Mercer Road.

will be available from

April 6 -19

Pb$8*
Submarine
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Fri
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I o.m.

4 30 p.m. to 2 o.m.
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WEDNESDAY IS

ROUNDUP DAY

ROAST BEEF
PLATTER „ /

ONE- ROUND- YOU CAN YOU CAN
WAY
TRIP
LEAVE
ARRIVE
10.1J ..!».*•
2.00p.m.
5:1Sp.m
10.50
llll
1:50p.m.
6 00pm
MS
14.JJ
ll:S»p.m.
2:20p.m.
2.14
4.44
11:25p.m. 12:30pm
».!«
17.44
4:35p.m
4:55p.m
Cleveland spec ial student weekend service; Friday only.
Leaves from Men's Gym tickets sold at Union
TO

Cleveland
Dayton
Detroit
Toledo
Columbus

GREYHOUND ROSS HOTEL
353 5982

460 Student Services

SAYHBIOTOAGOOD BUYGO GREYHOUND.

S Sot.

Sandwich

FREE DELIVERY
IN BOWLING GREEN
352-5166
*

in the Student Court Office

for All Positions

MAIN

A Pizza never hod it so good.
SIZES 10'
12" 14" 18"

.When you want to lake a break, why fly"? Greyhound II save you more No lie So say hello to a
good buy Go Greyhound You can leave when you
like Travel comfortably with Inendly people And
arrive refreshed, and on time Best of all. you II
save a good buck So next time, say hello to a good
buy Go Greyhound

102 N. Prospect

Widening beyond that will be
minimal.
Seventy per cent of the
money for the Wooster Street
improvement project will be
from the federal government, Hoffman said.
Hoffman added that the
widening project will not
begin for at least five years
because of the red tape Involved in getting the federal
money.

HEY! WANNA GOGETSMAIX... I'M SMALL!
Your choice silkscreened on quality white T shirt in grass
green Sire SML. Enclose $5 check or moneyorder. Greater
Flamingo Co. Box 1572, Akron, Ohio 44309

GREYHOUND SERVICE

for 1977-78 academic year

sold at the police auction.
More than 100 bicycles will
be sold at the next police
auction, Ray said, which will
be April 13 Bicycles that
were picked in 1977 will not
be sold at this auction.
The law requires that the
bicycles be held at least 90
days before they are sold,
Ray said, but he holds them
at least four months.
"Students are welcome to
look at any of the stuff before
the auction," Ray said.
If a student sees his
bicycle at the auction, he has
the right to bid on it like
anybody else, Ray said,
adding it is through the
student's negligence that the
bicycle was there in the first
place.

Open 10 -Midnight
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Tornado season haunts Wood County area again
Editor »
note:
Mike
Oaealette,
trainman
volunteer Newt reporter,
hai bis own reroUerUom of ■
tornado near hls^Mt. Vernon
borne 17 yean ago. He gives
his personal arcount:
The prosprrt of watching a
thunderstorm from Inside a
tent appealed
to the
Inquisitive Instincts of my
two-yrar-old mini.
My
brother, a year older and
wiser, went Into the house to
ask any mother's permission.
•Please????," he whined.
A stern "No!" was her
reply. "As long as It la
lightning I will not let you
outside during the storm,"
she MM.
Several of our neighbors

reported seeing a funnel
cloud that evening. Whether
a tornado was officially
sighted I don't know. If there
was a tornado, It didn't touch
down, for there was little In
the way of extensive
property damage.
My brother and I did find
the tent the next day-it
ended up clinging to a
barbed wire fence about a
quarter of a mile away. We
never found the wagon that
was sitting In the tent.

To some It means fear. To
some It means "believe It or
not" stories about tunnel
clouds.
And to some It means
personal loss of either
human life or property.
To
a
meteorologist,
however, the word "tornado" brings about a different response.
"A tornado is simply the
most severe form of a
thunderstorm," according to
Dr. William A. Peterman,
assistant director of environmental studies.

By Mike Gueulette
The mention of the word
"tornado" will bring a
variety of reactions from
people.

There are two important
factors contributing to the
formation of a tornado.
Tornados occur In the
situation where you have a

Watch for the warning!
A tornado watch means
conditions are favorable for a
tornado to form and pass
through the area.
A tornado warning means a
tornado has been sighted and
may pass through the area.
With either condition, tune in
to a local radio station for
specific announcements.
fairly stong cold front,
Peterman said.
Warm air at the front is
forced up over the colder air.
This rising air forms into
clouds.
"ANOTHER CRITERION
is atmospheric instability,
resulting from pressure
changes in an air mass,"
Peterman added.
Under those conditions, a
thuderstorm
exists,
Peterman said.
The intensity of the storm
will vary according to the
degree of pressure change
and the temperature difference between warm and
cold air masses. The storm
cloud will grow as it forms.
If the cloud begins to
rotate, a tornado can
develop.
As with other thunderstorms, lightning and hail
can accompany a tornado.
The storm, normally 300
yards across, usually will
travel about 30 miles an hour
for a few miles and last
about half an hour. Winds
generated can range from
150-500 miles an hour.
Tornados
occur
in
families; a single storm
cloud can spawn up to two to
three tornados.
SCIENCE CAN explain how
tornados form, but it cannot
significantly aid in tornado
prediction. Peterman said.
"You can only predict
conditions under whjch a
tornado forms and not where
and from which clouds it will
form," he said.
The Bowling Green area

How to graduate from college
as an Army officer.
While you're earning your college degree, you
can also prepare for a responsible position as an

officer in the active Army or Reserves
Army ROTC offers you leadership development
courses which result in your olficer s commission upon graduation
Army ROTC is a program in management
You'll learn to lead, to manage people and
handle money and equipment You'll net I he
kind of experiences which can make you a
leader in civilian as well as military fobs
You can lake the first courses as a fresh
man or sophomore without obligation Time
for you to take a look at what being an Army
officer is all about Time for us to judge your
leadership abilities Then, when you divide to
enter advanced courses in your tumor year,
you'll accept an active dut) and reserve
obligation
Army ROTC also offers you financial benefits while you're in college Opportunities for
full tuition scholarships And a JUKI monthly
allowance for up to 20 months during your
mnior and senior years
Hut most important are the gold bars of a
second lieutenant you'll receive when vou
graduate They represent the self-confidence,
the ability to perform under pressure, which
you've developed And they symbolize the
leadership responsibility with which your
country entrusts you as an officer in the
United States Armv

ARMY ROTC.

has not experienced much
tornado activity. The only
major occurence happened
June 7, 1953 when a tornado
passed through Wood county
on a path from Hoytville to
New Rochester, south of
Bowling Green.
In its wake the tornado left
eight people dead and three
others seriously injured.
THE BOWUNG GREEN
Sentinel-Tribune the next
day reported that the county
engineer
had
assessed
damages
totaling
$1.5
million, which included 21
homes and 26 barns that
were destroyed.
Although Bowling Green
area hasn't been hit by a
tornado in almost 24 years,
the city maintains an
emergency alert system in
the event a tornado warning
Ian actual sightingi or a
watch (conditions that may
result in a tornado).
The system becomes
operational when the Wood
County Disaster Services
Agency
receives
word,
through radio, television, the
National Weather Service, or
other sources, that a watch
or warning is in effect, according to the agency's
Deputy
Director
Raul
Ascunce.
THE
EMERGENCY
Operations Center in the
basement of the Wood
County Courthouse then
notifies by radio fire
departments of towns involved.

Those departments participating in the watch keep
posts manned until the watch
is lifted.
The system is put into
operation four or five times
during the summer, and past
experience has helped the
system's operators predict
trouble areas.
According to Ascunce,
"We look for something
coming from the Van Wert
area. If something's coming
from Van Wert there's a
good possibility our county
will be involved."
If a tornado is actually
sighted, the center can sound
sirens in 13 jurisdictions by
radio
control,
or
a
jurisdiction can operate its
sirens manually.
The sirens issue a constant
tone for a duration of three
minutes.
The fire department then
notifies both city and
University police which will
aid the fire department in
warning area residents by
mobile public address units.
"I DONT KNOW how we
can conduct tornado drills on
campus. It would take a lot
of preparation and coordination." Said Seldon L.
Carsey, director of environmental safety and
health.
The problems of drills are
compounded by having
many people in different
buildings, rather than all
students in one building, as is
usually the case in secondary
and elementary
schools, he said.
Instead of drills, Carscy's
department has compiled a
list of campus shelters that
will be distributed and
posted on campus.
The list will be available
later this week in the
Department of Safety and
Health Offices, Centrex
Building.

Alpha Gamma Delta, Alpha
Tau Omega, Alpha Xi Delta.
Business
Administration
Building (1st Floor).
Commons
basement,
Conklin Hall, Delta Gamma,
Delta Tau Delta, Educaton
Building.
Fine Arts Building,
Founders Quad, Hanna Hall,
Harshman Quad, Hayes Hall
basement.
Health Center, Home
Economics
Building.
Johnson Hall, Kappa Sigma,
Kohl Hall.
Kreischer Quad, Library,
Life Science Building, Math
Science
basement,
McDonald Quad.
MEMORIAL
HALL
basement,
Men's Gym
basement, Moseley Hall
basement. Music Building
basement, Offenhauer East
and West
Phi Kappa Tau. Phi Delta
Theta, Pi Kappa Alpha,
Prout Hall, Psychology
Building.
Rodgers Quad, Shatzel

South Hall, University
Hall, University Union,
Williams Hall, and Women's
Gym basement.
CARSEY SAID buildings
not on the list will have
certain areas that are
relatively safe, but it is best
to seek shelter in one of the
recommended areas. All
buildings on campus arc
notified of tornado conditions
through a telephone alert
system originating at the
University Police department.
If you are in any building
during a tornado warning,
take cover in a basement or
ground floor, an interior
room or hallway, or in the
building's southwest corner,
and, most unportantly, away
from glass.
If you are outside, move at
a right angle to the path of
the tornado. If there isn't
time, lie flat in the nearest
depression, such as a ditch.

Local Brief ©
Library deadline
Friday is the deadline for faculty to return books
recalled by the Library. Those who fail to return or renew
their books by then will lose their borrowing privileges,
according to Evron S. Collins, head of circulation.

Breakfast
The Union Activities Organization (UAO) will sponsor
an administrative breakfast with University trustee M.
Shad Hanna at 7:45 a.m., April 14 in the Pheasant Room,
Union.
Interested persons may sign up beginning tomorrow in
the UAO office.

Interviews

The Southwest YMCA of Greater Toledo will interview
persons for volunteer positions in elementary after-school
recreational programs at 2 p.m. Monday, in the Student
SHELTERS approved by
the Army Corps of Engineers'' . Courtroom, Student 3f*~v ices Bldffij •>
The program is held" from 2 to 5 p.m. every Monday and
for the University are:
transportation is provided.
Administration Building,

PLAIN TALK
FROM ARMCO ON
FINDING A JOB:
Why too much
regulation may
rule you out
How would you like to be forced to
e,ct permission trom 379 separate
Government agencies before vou could
work.' Thais whal Arnvo has to .l«>
We think vou could hear n similar slot)
from nearly any large company in
America il the regulator) paperwork
leaves them anv lime 10 talk 10 you.
Excessive regulation threatens youi
chance ol gcuinc: a job.
\l»si of us agree thai iho goals
regulation seeks are important Clean
.nr and water. Job safety. Equal rights
,ii work the problem is the waj
Government people now write and
applv specific rules to reach those
goals loo .-lien the rules don'l really
do anv good, lhev msi ne companies.
up in knots as lhev irv to comply,
Federal regulations now lake up a
twelve-fool shelf of textbook site
volumes primed in small type I.I.JpW
more pages were written lasi vear
alone. And Washington is more ihan
matched by a growing armv of stale
and Uval regulators.
Nobody really know-, how much
money regulation costs. Some viv it's
up to WO billion a year, Companies
paving thai bill can't use that money
for lohs. A new job. on the average.
now costs a company S42.lt>s in capital
investment. lArmcosown coal is
S5S.600.I Al $42.11* per job. regulation
last year ale up the money which

could have created *UMKiOnew jobs,
No sensible American wants |o
dismantle all Government regulation.
Bui we think the system has gone
berserk and the cost is out ..l control

Plain Talk About
REGULATION

Besides oui .TO permit!. Anne, at lasi
count had 10 file periodic reports wiih
I.24S federal, stale and local agencies.
Whal happens lo Armco ami other
companies isn't thai important Bui
whai happens lo a company's i,.bs is
Here's u small example:
The Government requires companies
We've coi u tn-c booklet 10 help you
lo give employees reports on their
gel a job. l NC ii to NCI yourself apart.
benefit plans. Fair enough. Bui the
above the crowd. We answer Si ke\
liming ihis yeai. plus the complexities
questions vou'll need to know Like
ol Aniko's plans, iluln I let us prim a
wh\ sou should hone up on companies report in our company magazine. In
you like Whal lo do .;/;,•• [DC tirsi
stead, we ha.l lo mail them 200.00f)
interview. Minis to nuke sou a more
in .ill - lo each employee individually,
aggressive, attractive job candidate
This didn't add one dime lo Armco
All prepared lor Arnvo h\ ;i consult
people's benefits. Bui it's cosl us
inj: firm spccializinc m business
$125.000so far. That's two tobs we
recruiting, »Hh help from the placecouldn't create. richi iheremen! staff ol a leading univerau
V\t lime anybody calls lor a new
Send lor your Irec COO* of //««« regulation, you michi ask tor some
to Get a Job. Write Arnvo Steel
sensible analysis of the costs and
Corporation, Educational Relations
benefits - includine. how manv iobs
Dent General Offices. L-.l Middlemichi be lost One ol those iobs could
town.Ohio45043 t>ursuppl\is
be vours.
limited, so write now

Free-Armco's plai..
talk on how to get
a job

Armco want* vour plain talk
on regulation and jobs

LEARN WHAT IT TAKES TO LEAD.
For details, contact:

Captain John O'Neil
Room 157 Memorial Hall
or call 372-2477

Hall, Sigma Chi, Sigma Nu,
Sigma Phi Epsilon.

ARMCO

V

Does our manage, nuke sense'.' We'd
like to know whal you think. Your
personal experiences Facts you vc
found to prove or disprove our point.
Drop us a line We'll send you a more
detailed report on regulation and jobs.
Our offer of Won- in Gel a Job above.
tells you how to write us. Lei us hear
from you. We've all goi a stake in more
American )obs.

THIS SEMESTER,
YOUR READING ASSIGNMENTS WILL PROBABLY
REQUIRE AROUND 500 HOURS OF YOUR TIME.
YOU COULD CUT IT TO 150...OR 100.
OR EVEN 50 HOURS.
Increase Your Reading Speed
50 to 100%.
Attend a free Mini Lesson

TODAY

April 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9
12:30pm - 3:30pm - 7:30pm
Falcon Plaza Motel
1450 E. Wooster
Next to McDonald's

COMPARE AND DECIDE

If you find yourself falling asleep when you are reading...
If you have poor comprehension because you daydream while you read...
If you can't concentrate on the material you are reading...
If you can't keep up with all of your
assignments because you read too slowly...
You should plan to look into the fomous Effective Reading
Systems, Inc. program. You know how important reading
speed is in studying
classroom work or on the |ob . . .
and with the high cost of education if you can't keep up . . .
You may be wasting your time and money and future, too!
How would you like to increase your reading speed 3, 4.
maybe 10 times . . . with increased comprehension and reduced study time? You can! Thousands of students throughout the country will have the opportunity to toke the
Effective Reading Systems, Inc. Course, including students
at Bowling Ciwn Slot. University
. Don t wait, act now! Plan to
enroll in one of the many Effective Reading Systems Inc.
classes being offered on campus. You'll learn important
skills for study, memory, recall, preview and research all
with the guarantee that each student must at least triple
his or her reading efficiency or we will refund their tuition
(Reading efficiency is a combination of speed and comprehension, not just speed.) What's more, once you take the
course, you're automatically a lifetime member, which
means you con retake the course to refine and extend
your reading skills any time-absolutely free One more

thing, the on campus progrom is offered at a reduced
tuition and all faculty, staff and students are eligible.
Come to a free speed reading lesson —you II learn how to
increase your reading speed 50 to 100°.-then take what
you've learned and cut your reading load as much as half.

The course runs (8) weeks consecutively!
Do something constructive this semester— you've
got nothing to lose and everything to gain!
- Don't Wait - Limited Enrollment ACT NOW!

Attend a free
Mini Lesson

CUSS SIZES ARE LIMITEDMONEY BACK GUARANTEE!
LIFETIME MEMBERSHIP!
. STUDENT TUITION
PLAN AVAILABLE!

Increase Your
Reading Speed
50 to 100%.

KNOCK OFF A WHOLE SEMESTER'S READING IN ONE-THIRD THE TIME
. AND USE THE REST OF THE TIME FOR FUN. FUN. FUN!

EFFECTIVE
READING
SYSTEMS, INC.

EVELYN WOOD
READING
DYNAMICS

8 week speed
reading course with
study and
memory skills

7 week course

ERS guarantees in
writing to at least
triple your reading
efficiency or you will
receive a full refund

Partial refund if
you fail

Advanced course at
no additional charge

No known advanced
course

Lifetime membership
entitles our graduates to
retake the course to refine
and extend their skills
at no additional charge

Their students are
required to pay a
registration fee to
retake the course

Our staff are professional
speed and learning skills
instructors who we
require to be State
Certified Public Teachers

No State Certification
required to teach

Our instructors are
given reading
proficiency evaluations

No reading
proficiency evaluations

BOTH afternoon
and evening
classes offered

Mostly evening
classes offered

20°o - 75°0 discount
on books

No discount
on books

Tuition Assistance
Payment Plan - NO
FINANCE CHARGE

Contractual obligation
with finance charge

Price: tuition is
almost half

TUITION AND FEES
TUITION COVERS: (1) All material used in class.- (2) Makeup classes. (3) Counseling as required; (4) Workshop
sessions. (5) Transfer; (6) Lifetime membership program;
(7) Continuation classes.- (8) Limited enrollment; (9) Money
bock guarontee,- (10) Advanced course; (J1) You may pay
by Master Charge. BonkAmericord, personal check, or
tuition assistance plan — no finance charge.

Effective Reading Systems, Inc.
si K cess tf it c x K. jf 11eadir"K j
(A company established by former Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics' Instructors)
29260 FRANKLIN ROAD

SUITE 126 • SOUTHFIELD

MICHIGAN 48034 • (313) 358-3680

<£> Copyright Effect!.• Reading Systcmi Inc.. 1976 All righti nitrved
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The News has opinions-you probably do too.

ACROSS
I Aibee's forte

Write a letter to the editor.

6 "I'm

Read
Day in Review

Girl

Now
10 Important NYC
thoroughfare
14 Colorado peak
15 Paaaport entry
16 Indian prince
17 Obstinate
19 Turnover

leaf
Keep informed about
what i* happening in Unreal
world-on
the
national
and
International level. Day
ID Review li your link to
the
events
outside
Bowling Green.

20 Hl.i-I rllB-k

21
22
23
25
28
29
30
31
33
36

39
40

ABORTION
$150.00
;

Rtl 9 o m 10

800-438-5534

fun for all

Move along on
Of ebb and flow
Coldly
Baffling questions
Breed of horses
Promising one:
Colloq.
Menace of 1917
Why.lirr
Rent
Object of much
wishful thinking:
Phrase
Marah
Without striking

41 High relish
42 Helped in the
kitchen
44 Colfclub
45 Support
47
49
50
51

Celebrities
Apartments
Hindu teacher
Orchestral
instrument
55 Alice or Ysle
56 Chicken hearted
lough guy.
perhaps

58 In addition

59 — arms
60
trump
61 Humorist Bill snd
others

62 Cheek: Lat.
63 Intern

DOWN
1 Obligation

2 Rake
3 "And to — good
night"
4
stew
5 Tough wood
6 Benefit
7 Hen
8 Conversational
cliche
9 Wander
about
10 Cook, as a pot
roast
11 Urge to roam
12 Lend
13 Sailboats
18 Mavourneen's
land
22 Gangland weapon
24 Marsh plants
25 A kind of ottoman
26 Error at baseball
27 Hautboy
28 Railroad
building

29 Bird
31
32
34
35

Reckless
Upper: Prefia
Feminine suffix
Hammer wielder
of myth

37 Retired
38 Excel in any

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

RACE
NITE
Therobred racing a

48
30
52
53
54
56
57

way
Swains
Rsin heavily
renewal
Girl of rhyme
Leblanr's
detective
Spenser's name
for 18 Down
Yawn
in the wood
Italian painter
Official notice:
Abbr.
Small dog
Singer Jones

Mfiiju anan IU-IIIM

iiLiuu nciLiLH

RUSH KAPPA SIGMA
THURSDAY, APRIL 7, 7:30
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GOOD THRU APRIL 9.1977
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Campus Calendar Is a listing
o( the day's events (meetings,
lectures and entertainment)
provided as a service to
readers.
Unless otherwise
specified, the events are free
and open to the public. To
submit an entry. Campus
Calendar forms are available
at the News otfice,
106
University Hall, 377 3003.
There Is no charge for notices
listed In this section.
Wednesday, April 4
MEETINGS
University Police Community
Advisory Committee 3 5 p.m.

136 Math Science Bldg.
BG Ko Sutetni Doio 5 7 p.m.
701 Hayes Hall
Woodland Recreation Prolect
4 p.m.
United Christian
Fellowship, 313 Thurstln St.
For
those
interested
In
working with the mentally
retarded.
Tutoring protect-6 p.m.
United Christian Fellowship,
313 Thurstln St.
For those
Interested In working with
Chicano
and
Appalachian
children.
Fashion merchandising 6:30
p.m.
Living Center, Home
Economics Bldg.
Graduate school information

items

7:10 p m
Graduate Lounge,
Psychology
Bldsj.
For.
psychology malors Interested
in graduate school, especially
sophomores and luntors.
Gay Union ; X p.m.
MS
University Hall.
Marketing Club -7:30 p.m.
Pink Dogwood Suite, Union
Hunger Task Force 8:30 p.m.
United Christian Fellowship,
313 Thurstin St.

Narcotics speech 7:30 p.m
Dogwood Suite. Union. James
Van
Deilan,
Toledo
Metropolitan
Drug
Unit,
speaker.
South Africa Lecture 7:30
p.m.
IIS Education Bldg.
Khosta Sealhoto. speaker.
Assertiveness
training 6 9
p.m.
Second floor study
lounge, Ashley Hall.

LECTURES

ENTERTAINMENT

UNIVAC seminars 4 p.m. 710
Math Science
Statistical
package
lor
the
social
sciences

Bridge pre lesson 7:30 p.m.
Wayne Room, Union. Open to
anyone taking the UAO bridge
mini course.

must be made prior to
April

12,

1977,
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University Police
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LOST (.FOUND
FOUND: Black a. gray sheep
dog F. Red Collar. Answers to
Yukl. REWARD. 352 7871 or
BG. Police.
LOST: Pair of prescription
glasses In case, Tues. March
15. If found please call Melanie
7 4076
SERVICESOFFERRO
BACKPACKING,
HIKING.
CAMPING
supplies
and
equipment. FREE CATALOG.
Write Dept It WEST FORK.
INC.. Lakelielfl, MN sa150
Buttons. Badges, Balloons
Posters.
Tickets:
RAPID
PRINTING
IMS. Main St. 353 91II
EUROPE flexibly and Inexpensively. Call EUROPEAN
Flights toll tree 1 800 383 0734.
"Europe at European Prices"
Low cost flights to Europe.
Mid East, Africa, and the Far
East.
Call Europe Inter
national Ltd. Ton Free. I 600
B3-HH.
H1LPWAHT1D
"TENNIS
INSTRUCTORS,
head pro, assistant pro. and
camp positions; good playing
and teaching backgrounds;
good Income and Interesting
work; locations in eight states.
call (3CU 654 3770Robert Reade
Waitresses & waiters needed.
Must be 71 yrs ol age. Full or
part
time
Apply
Dixie
Electric Co. 35461 Dixie Hwy.
Perrysburg. Oh. 874 844V. 11:00
a.m.-2:30 a.m.
Attention Special Ed Malors:
Counselor positions open at
V.E.S. Camp tor maritally
retarded girls.
Six week
residental program located In
Palnesvllle.
Ohio.
If
interested, call Director 1-6741777, afters p.m.
Free room & board In return

for light nousehold duties
Must like children. As soon as
possible. Call 353-5371.
WANTED
M. rmmte. own rm. $60 mo.
353 8386.
1 F. rmmt to subl. sum 80 mo.
All utils. pd. Shelley 353 5745.
Need 1 F rmmt. S87 mo. plus
utll. Call 353 1361.
Need 1 F. rmmt. tor spr. qtr. 65
mo. Call 353 3761
PERSONALS
Eunle's Bar. Wed. t> Thur.
Happy Hours V 13 p.m. 809 S.
Main.
Cindy
Roses are red violets
are Blue I've wlated 3 months
for your 31st too. Happy Blr
thday ILYUMMTAEITWW B.J
To "Whoa Baby' and "Beee"
Ruth. Ray, and Margaret say
Thanks for Saturday Night. So
dowel Smooth Cat and Olaf.
Congratulations Nancy and
Bob
on
your
recent
engagement
Best
wishes
always. Love, your Sisters of
Chi Omega.
The Chi O's would like to thank
the Kaptpa Sig/s for a great tea
last Thursday night. There's
no other way to start off a
Spring Quarterl
Will provide music lor small
parties at reasonable rates call Keith or Randy 352-4192.
OELTA
SIGMA
PI
INFORMATION NIGHTS APR IL
5s.6rm. 220 B A.8:00p.m.
Pregnant? Want to talk?
EMPA 353 6334 M t, F 1 3 p.m.
Tu., W.. Th. 6:30-9: 30 p.m.
Playboy Enterprises 7 ■ Sound
Systems and Party Services
available for Spring. D.J. and
T shirts
also
available.
Campus
Enterprises
Representing Northwest Ohio

Campuses. Contact Brad Pllz
352 9310 or Rick Spaulding 353
1325.
TEKE Is Unique
RUSH TAU KAPPA EPSILON
Join the great TKE Migration
TODAY!!
This Thursday at 7:X the Pi
KAPPA Phi "Casino" Rush
Party. Come and join the fun of
Pi KAPPA PHI.
PHI KAPPA PSI RUSH Give
us a chance - we want to give
you one Thurs. nite 7:30p.m.
FOR SALE
Zenith 4-channel dlglllte 40
watt I track turntable AM FM
4 Allegro speakers exc. cond.
S700. Tom 3 3954
'69 Opel new tires AM FM
stereo radio tape deck, good
gas. Runs good, looks good.
1550. Bob 352 6750 alter 5:30.
•71 VW minibus $1650. Good
cond. Call 353 5404 after 5 p.m.
'70 Seattle No rust 87,000 ml.
Radlel tires. Zlebarted. $1750.
Ph. 352 '685 alter 6 p.m.
SALES • Gas and OH wells 614
866 3358
2:3
It.
Lafayette
Floor
Speakers $250 or Best Offer.
353 0641
Fabric scraps for Quilt and
Doll clothes etc. Avail, tor
purchase at Univ. Costume
Shop 109 Moseley.
1977 Datsun Sedan, recently
tuned, brand new exhaust,
radio, bucket seats. $900 or
best oiler. Jim 352 1451 after 11
p.m.

FOR R1NT
1 BEDROOMAPARTMENT
FURNISHED* UNFURN.
AIR COND. It CABLE TV
9 OR 12 MONTH LEASES
REDUCEDSUMMER RENT
357 1800 OR 352-4671

5th St. Apt. for rent. $160 pays
rent thru June 14. Possible
security deposit. Call 352 5815
6 9 p.m. Ask for Dava.
Effec apt F 669 6331.
CAMPUS
MANOR
NOW
RUNNING FOR SUMMER
SPECIAL RATES. Ph. 3529303, 353 7365 eve.
BG. Apts. 618 8, 627 2nd St. 2
bdrm. turn, w-a-c and gas
heat. Upper Level $320 mo.
plus elec. Ground Level $300
mo. plus elec. Summer $150
mo. plus elec. Yr. Lease $250
mo. plus elec. Model apt. A 4
616 2nd St. 332 0205 or 352-5239.
S Bdrm. House for Spring or
Fall term. 1-878-7437.
3 Bdrm. House beginning Fall
1 878 7437.
1 and 3 Bdrm. Apts. close to
Campus). 1-678 7437.
LOW SUMMER RATES
CALL NEWLOVE REALTY
353 5163
^^^
FOR FALL:
332'; SOUTH MAIN
3 Bedroom Apartment
$180 month plus utll.
Call Newlove Realty
352-5163
Preferred
Properties
Co.
leasing for Fall of 1977. 1 8, 2
bdrm. apt. effec. apt. It
houses. Call 352-9376.
Campus Manor has openings
lor 1 or 2 gir is to share apt. tor
Spring. Ph. 352-9302 or 3527365.
THURSTON
MANOR
APARTMENTS. AIR CONDITIONED,
FULLY CARPETED, CABLE TV. EFFICIENCIES
LAUNDRY
FACILITIES. NOW LEASING
FOR SUMMER AND FALL.
451 THURSTON AVE 352-5435.
3 bdrm. hse. for students. June
15th Sept. $210 mo. plus utll.
3535803 eve.
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Overweight'women tracksters ready
ByBfflEltep
Associate Sports Editor

Maybe Falcon men's track coach Mel Brodt
should make a deal with women's coach Dave
Williams.
While Brodt is still seeking experienced
weightmen, Williams has too many.
"I've got eight girls in the shot," Williams
said yesterday, "nine in the javelin and seven
in discus. In (act, we're going to have throw
offs today (yesterday) to determine which
three will throw in each event"
The weights is Just one strong point
Williams lists as the local thine lads prepare
to open their season at home this weekend
with the Bowling Green Invitational.
"We also should do well in three of the four
relays," the BG coach said. "We should take
first or second this weekend in the HO medley,
mile and two-mile relays. The 440 is
questionable because we don't have a lot of
sprinters. We're very thin in the sprints."
IN PACT, Williams said he expects junior
Jenny Gill, the basketball guard who placed
at track nationals the past two years in the
pentathlon, to be BG's lone bonafide sprinter
thus spring. Junior Gail Billet and freshman

Robin Mansfield will also offer relief in the KM
and 220-yard events.
And what about the middle to long
distances? Well, like their male counterparts,
there's a wealth of talent
"Everything over the quarter-mile (440
yards) we're a threat to win it," Williams
said. "We've got Debbie Wernert, last year's
Ohio Stale AAA 440 champion in 57.2. And Deb
Romsek won the Michigan high school title
two years ago at 58.2."
Romsek is also the school recordbolder and
defending BG Invitational titlist in the 400meter hurdles.
"Romsek was fourth at nationals last year
in the 400-meter hurdles and finished fifth in
the AAU juniors and eighth in the AAU
seniors last summer," Williams said. "She's
also ranked ninthin the U.S. now on the Track
and Field Magazines's world list I could put
her anywhere and she would score."
AND THERE'S more. Freshmen Mary
Zam, also a high jumper and hurdler, and
Mary Sue Rush and junior standout Jan
Samuelson will all add to the Falcon's
strength on the track.
Williams will count heavily on veterans
Para Koeth.the school recordholder in the

shot, Polly Koch and freshman Michelle
Stevens, who has gone 130 in the discus and »0 In the shot, In the weights.
"I'm looking for an outstanding year,"
Williams said. "We did well indoors. We set
school records In the shot high Jump and ran
the fastest mile relay time indoors ever at
4:04. It was five seconds ahead of last
year's."
Add a seemingly perfect blend of veterans
and freshmen, 14 returnees from last year's
squad which won a state title and ranked 30th
in the nation and week-long spring trip to El
Paso, Texas and Williams' high-strung goals
may be justified.
BUT WHAT about this weekend's two4ay
opener, which will attack a field of H
collegiate women's teams and a high school
division Saturday?
"I expect Central Michigan and Eastern
Michigan to be the toughest," Williams
claimed, "along with us."
Central has won the meet the past two
seasons.while the Falcons have finished
second both years.

"I think this is one of the better ones
(meets) in the state," Williams said. "I don't
think our state meet Is as good."
And there may not be a team in the state
with as many weightmen, either.
TRACK SPIKES- This weekend's invitational will begin with preliminaries and
finals in the two-mile run and two-mile relay
Friday at 3 p.m. Saturday's event will begin
at K) a.m.. with the final event set for 4:20
p.m...
BG defending meet champions returning
this weekend include Samuelson in the 880yard run, Romsek in the 400 hurdlers and
three-fourths of the 440 relay and mile relay
quartets...
Mid-American Conference schools entered
in the event include: Central, Eastern
Michigan, Kent State, Miami, Ohio University, Toledo and Westerm Michigan. They will
be joined by Defiance, Heidelberg, Jackson
Community College, Oberlin.OhloWesleyan,
Otterbein, Nazareth College, and Northwestern of the Big Ten.

Gal tennis team
opens Saturday
By Cheryl Geschke
Staff Reporter
The women's tennis team opens its season
Saturday with Kent State and first-year coach
Joan Weston thinks they're ready.
"The team seems to have a lot of depth and
the girls are very enthusiastic," Weston said.
She said the netters have been practicing
throughout the winter and have had practice
every day this quarter, weather permitting.
"The competition between the players is
tremendous at this point and I'm still trying to
determine the order of the players," Weston
said.
TWO RETURNING starters for the Falcons
are junior Mary Lou Kurz and sophomore
Barb Swlck, who contributed to the
Ladybirds' 7-2 record last year.

Other players leading the way for the
Falcons are Martha Chicles, Karen Drlftmyer, Patty PUz and Leslie Rogers.
"These girls are all closely matched and
I'm not sure what position they will play In,"
Weston said. "They mix well together so I'm
confident they can play well together also no
matter what order I put them In."
She said they have an advantage at this
inatchncTt weekend since they will have a
larger squad than when on the road. "We've
never played them i Kent) before but I'm very
optimistic about the outcome."

It's time to
play ball!1
Today, the Mariners go fishing (or the first time.
Major league baseball opens its 1977 season with one
game apiece In each league.
American League expansionist Seattle gets its initial
taste while hosting California. In the National circuit,
the defending world champion Cincinnati Reds entertain San Diego in Riverfront Stadium.
In other professional baseball lidlifters, eight games
are scheduled tomorrow, one Friday and two Saturday.
MAJOR LEAGUE OPENERS
TODAY
California Angels at Seattle Mariners
San Diego Padres at Cincinnati Reds
TOMORROW
Chicago White Sox at Toronto Blue Jays
Milwaukee Brewers at New York Yankees
Cleveland Indians at Boston Red Sox
Kansas City Royals at Detroit Tigers
Texas Rangers at Baltimore Orioles
St. Ixmis Cardinals at Pittsburgh Pirates
New York Mets at Chicago Cubs
San Francisco Giants at !/>s Angeles Dodgers
FRIDAY
Atlanta Braves at Houston Astros
SATURDAY
Minnesota Twins at Oakland A's
Montreal Expos at Philadelphia Phillies

Intramural notice
Intramural softball officials are needed on Monday
and Wednesday nights.

Any interested individuals
should apply in Room 201,
Women's Building.

BG WILL play three double matches and
six singles with the Flashes. Weston is hoping
to start the season on the right foot with a win.
The Falcons were third in the state last
year. With added enthusiasm and optimism,
the netters are looking for bigger and better
things to happen this year.

THE MARINES ARE LOOKING FOR A FEW GOOD OFFICERS

April 6 & 7
U. HALL
Summer Training Thru P.LC.

fcOUpfti
No On Campus Drl, Ckttet, etc.
Al Expense* Phis «7<XMil50 Per Summer
Air, Ground or lew
SJMVI

nrtti NflnoAS riMft

Col Captain Rogers Collect At (313) 226-7764
For Further Information

Rexall

Now interviewing
sophomores
for management
opportunities

Spring Sale in Progress

March 31 - April 9

Dorsey Drugs
500 E. Wooster
"By the Tracks"
••••••••••••••••••••l
NEW! CONEHEAD FAN CLUB
Free membership card and amaring alien decal with your
order of 3 color conehead image silkscreened on quality
white T shirt. Size SML. Enclose $8 check or money order.
Greater Flamingo Co. Box 1572, Akron, Ohio 44309
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Phi Kappa Psi Rush
Thursday, April 7
Good Beer
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7:30 pm
Good Company
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ARE NOW
AVAILABLE IN
ROOM 405
STUDENT SERVICES
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The United States Army is interviewing sophomores for future positions
as Army officers.
Applicants are required to participate
in a six-week summer program at Fort
Knox, Ky., to qualify for college ROTC
courses next year. Pay for the six weeks
is nearly $500, plus travel, room and
board.
Students who complete the summer
training and enter ROTC as juniors will
accept active duty and reserve obligations upon graduation.
For an interview appointment, contact:
Captain John CXNeil
Room 157 Memorial Hall
or call 372-2477 •
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The South African
government forced
the leader of the
Soweto Student
Representative Council
into exile.
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Let him tell you why.
Hear Khotso Seatlholo
WED

APRIL 6

7 30PM
RM. 115 EDUCATION BLDG.
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIV

Student Coalition Against Racism
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NBA home court advantage
assisted by vocal spectators
By Terry Goodman
Executive Sports Editor
Howling hucksters.
They're in every National Basketball Assn.
(NBA) city.

And, they're present for one key purpose-to
give "their" team a little home court advantage.
NBA host teams held a 580-272 record, as of
last night, which figures to about seven
victories every 10 games. That's a lot of
cheering, booing and screaming at players
and officials.
IN THE EASTERN Conference, Houston
and Philadelphia have clinched division
titles.
Washington, San Antonio and
Cleveland have also clinched playoff spots
and Boston is on the verge of knocking the
New York Knicks off for the sixth post-season
opening.
In the West, Denver and Los Angeles are
division winners, while Detroit, Portland and
Golden State are also in the NBA playoffs.
Chicago and Kansas City are fighting for
the sixth spot.
Here's how the playoff formula works:

Nswiphotot bv Don Dob«i»v

"BUT, I DIDN'T TOUCH HIM'-Former Bowling (ir.cn great Nate
Thurmond discusses the finer points of officiating with DarreU GarretIsim during earlier action at the Coliseum this year. Thurmond, now a
Cleveland Cavalier, recently underwent knee surgery, but told the News
Sunday that he'd "like to recover to suit up for the playoffs." The Cavi
also clinched an NBA playoff berth Sunday.

ONCE SIX qualifiers have been determined
in each conference, they are ranked according to the best won-loss record.
The top two squads get first-round byes.
The next four then square off In a best-ofthree series. Teams three (against six) and
four (versus five) pick up the odd home
game.
After the first two "mini-series," the
remaining teams play best-of-seven sets. In
all cases, the team with the higher winning
percentage during the regular campaign will
get the very important odd home game.

The Lakers, for example, have lost just four
of 40 games at their Forum. Houston and
Portland have each dropped only six home
games. In fact, all but two teams-Atlanta
and Milwaukee—had losing marks in their
home arenas.
ON THE ROAD, no NBA team owned a
winning mark. Philadelphia, a team favored
by many to win the league title, has the best
away record (17-20). Golden State (17-24),
Boston (16-24), Los Angeles (15-23) and
Washington (15-24) round out the top five.
Since 12 of the NBA's 22 teams participate
in post-season play, the pressure at this point
of the season is scrambling for home-court
preference in the opening rounds.
"It certainly helps a team if they have
educated fans," Cleveland coach Bill Fitch
said. "When we were an expansion team in
1970, our people needed time to learn the
system.
"Now, our fans are familiar with the game
and can give our team a lift."
ALTHOUGH ITS A cruel world, visiting
players and coaches get more than plain
heckling in some cities.
Beer dousing is popular In Boston. And, the
fans in Seattle throw pens, pencils and spit.
That's right, spit.

CLEVELAND FANS voice their approval dining a
recent game between the Seattle Supersonic! and the
Cavaliers. Crowds play a major role in giving teams a
home court edge in the NBA. Seven out of W home
teams end up winning.

"Nobody's worse than Seattle fans," Fitch
agreed. "I think they pay people to go nuts in
the front row to excite the rest of the crowd.
"They usually start an hour BEFORE a
game."
Fortunately for Fitch and coaches of
playoff-bound teams, Seattle didn't qualify
this year.

Golfers charge in last round to grab sixth place
By Kevin Coffey
Staff Reporter
Bowling Green's golf squad came off two mediocre rounds
last Friday to fire its best round of the 54-hole Marshall
Invitational Golf Tournament over the last 18 holes last
Saturday, to climb into a sixth-place finish.
The Unksmen, led by sophomore Pat Dugan's two-underpar 70 over the final round, put together a team total of 374,
the third best 18-hole team total of the tournament.
Prior to the final round, at 380, BG was locked into a
seventh-place tie with Ohio University and only one shot
ahead of eighth-place Illinois in the 15-team competition.

difficult, yet we had the third best round of the entire tournament even under those conditions."
Dugan's 70 over the final round gave the sophomore a 54hole total of 220, putting him in fifth place in a field of 90
golfers. Prior to the 70, he had fired a first round 78 and a
second round, even-par 72.
In addition to his fifth-place overall finish, Dugan posted
the second best score among 36 Mid-American Conference
golfers competing in the tournament, finishing one stroke
behind Miami's Tom Kogan, who totaled 219.

The individual medalist for the tournament was Ohio
State's John Kook, who fired rounds of 72, 75 and 70 for a 54hole mark of 217, one over par for 54 holes.
IT WAS THE entire Falcon squad who propelled BG to its
sixth-place finish, however, with five of the six Falcon golfers
firing their best rounds of the tournament over the final 18
holes.
In addition to Dugan's final round 70, Gary Treater posted
a three-over-par 73, Steve Cruse notched a 75, John Miller a
77 and Jeff Parsons and Falcon captain Jim Decker had 79s.

Ruggers shock
Scioto Valley

ON THE STRENGTH of their final round, however, the
Falcon golfers overtook the sixth-place Marshall B Team,
defeating that squad by 11 shots, left the Bobcats 12 shots
behind In the final standings and moved 13 strokes ahead of
the Fighting IUini.

The Bowling Green rugby
squad opened its season last
weekend by winning two of
three home matches from
Scioto Valley. BG lost the
opener 20-10, but returned to
win 11-8 and 184.
Using a tenacious defense,
Bowling Green caught Scioto
Valley, the nation's number
one ranked team, by surprise in a driving rain at Poe
Ditch Field.
In the opener, Scioto,
fashioning two members of
the United States national
team, held a 13-0 halftime
lead.
Joe Horstman pounced on
a loose ball to give the
Falcons their first points of
the day on the initial play of
the second stanza.

FALCON TOTALS
Dugan 78 72 70 ?». Cruse 77 76 75 JM. Treater 75 77 73 ?»•
Parsons 77 77 79 JJ3. Miller 79 78 77 234; Decker 81 81 79 241.
Team Totals 386 380 374 1140

In addition to outdistancing those squads, BG made a run
at fifth-place Kent State and fourth-place Miami, but fell
short, losing by totals of two and six shots respectively.
Host Marshall outclassed the field, defeating second-place
Ohio State by seven strokes and third-place Kentucky by 12.
The Falcon golfers posted their worst round of the tourney
over the first 18 holes, totaling 386, but improved with a
second-round total of 380. On the strength of their strong final
round, BG came in with a tournament total of 1140.
BG COACH JOHN Piper characterized his team's final
round as being even better than the score indicates.
"Over the first 36 holes of the tournament, we had excellent
golfing conditions," Piper said. "But on the last day, there
was a strong wind, which made playing conditions more

Ballgame snowed out
l he Bowling Green baseball game didn't get rained out
yesterday, but it was Just as bad.
This time it was snow.
The scheduled doubleheader with Heidelberg was reset Mr
April 20.
COACH DON Purvis' Falcons, 9-5 on the season, are off
today, but brace for three straight twinbills in three days at
SteUer Field.
Tomorrow at 2 p.m. Adrian will try for the third time to
challenge BG. Ashland College is here Friday and defending
Big Ten champion Michigan. Saturday. Those two tilts are I
p.m. starters.
The first of those scheduled games that beats the weatherrain or snow-will be the Falcons' home opener.

ANOTHER
score
by
Horstman and the con>JgJE^=Jr^'f£Jr^Jr^'f=J

FOLLOWING THE BOUNCING BALL-These rugby
players have trouble getting a handle on the ball.
Bowling Green, however, didn't have many problems

Ntwiphoao by Mmdy MUfcgon

In handling top-ranked Scioto Valley last weekend,
beating them two out of three games.

FELLOWSHIP THROUGH SERVICE
ATTEND:
j

RUSH

Tonight 7:30
ALPHA PHI SORORITY HOUSE
and
Thursday at BETA HOUSE

7:30
CHI OMEGA TEA
Rides in dorms at 7:15 p.m.

Piper, who was pleased with the quality of the event, cited
the larger 15-team format as a key in adding to the quality of
the tournament, along with the prestigious Guyan Country
Club.
"We enjoyed the new larger format, and the addition of
such schools as Penn State and Illinois added to the stature of
the tournament,'' he said.
BG's top five finishers at the Marshall tournament will
travel to the Ashland Invitational Tournament Friday and
Saturday, with the sixth spot to be decided in a three-way
playoff between Decker, Gary Lust and freshman Bill
Williams to be held sometime this week.

INFO NIGHT

<&
k.

crjrjj-

TIME: 7:30- 10:30
PLACE: Ice Arena
DATE: April 6, 1977

National
Service Fraternity

The third outing was no
contest Don Alexander led
the BG attack with three
tries and twelve points, while
Skip Palmer added four
points on conversion kicks.
The Falcons will host
Forest City, a Cleveland club
team, this Saturday at 1 p.m.
at Poe Ditch Field.
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Forest Apt.
9 mo. lease $210 per qtr.
large apt. - lots of closets
to Forest

to Campus
7:40 a.m.
8:40 a.m.
9:40 a.m.
11:40 a.m.
1:40 p.m.
5:15 p.m.

Bus Schedule

10:00 a.m.
12:00 Noon
2:00 p.m.
3:00 p.m.
5:00 p.m.
10:00 p.m.
Management by

353-3641
352-2276

ALPHA PHI OMEGA

version kick cut the margin
to 13-10. but a BG defensive
lapse enabled Scioto Valley
to control the tempo
thereafter.
A three-point penalty kick
by Ted Berg and a fourpoint, 40-yard scoring Jaunt
from Earl Meyers gave BG
an early lead in the second
game. With Scioto leading 87 in the second half, Steve
Kuehl. the football tailback,
scored the game-winner on a
twisting run.

Pendleton Realty
319 E. Wooster St.

[*****CCHrPON*.**.**.|
1 FREE Trip for Four Persons
to inspect FOREST APTS.
I

Call for Pickup 353-3*41
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